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Abstract
A stlldy was conducted to compare the efficiency of two methods of microbial cell separation
and enzyme purification using penicillin-G-acylase (PGA) from Escherichia coli. The efficiency of two methods of ceJ[ separation; centrifugation and cross flow filtration (CFF) were
compared. The CFF method was found to have both higher separation efficiency and enzyme
yield than centrifugation method. Centrifugation method gave a separation efficiency of
98.5% with enzyme yield of94 % whereas CFFmethod resulted in 100% separation efficiency
and enzyme yield of98.8%. The Escherichia coli cells were disrupted by high pressure homogenization (HPH),and the disrupted cells were purified using two different techniques.
Technique I was a combination of cross-flow-diafiltration (CFD) , ultrafiltration (UF) and
heat/pH-shift treatments. This technique resulted in 47% enzyme yield with a purification factor of 12. Technique II which involved two extraction steps by' aqueous two - phase system
(APS) coupled with UF resulted in 62 %enzyme yield with a pu;ificationfactor of 4. Technique
I was therefore much better than techriique Il in purifying the enzyme. For higher enzyme
yield, technique II would seem to be a better one than technique I.
.
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Introduction
Enzymes are widely used in the food,
chemical and pharmaceutical industries. At
present it is estimated that out of more than
2,500 known enzymes, about 50 are manufactured at an industrial scale, mainly from
micro-organisms. More applications of enzymes in food, chemical and pharmaceutical industries and possibly others is expected to increase with the advancement iIi
biotechnologY. One of the pre-requisites for
the econorriic production of enzymes is to
*Corresponding author

'have an efficient recovery and purification
process. According to Kroner (1994),
these processes involve a series of consecutive separation steps that can be categorized as the primary separation, enrichment and purification. The primary separation mainly involves the removal of
cells and cell debris from homogenate
whereas the enrichment step deals with
, the pre-purification and concentration processes. The purification step is directed to
achieve high purity. The number of steps
involved in the whole process determines
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the enzyme yield and the degree of purity,
and therefore the cost of enzyme production. For economic reasons, it is advisable
to keep the number of steps as low as possible, bilt this has to take into consideration
the required degree of purity and activity
for the enzyme in question. Fortunately,
for the technical grade enzyme production,
'a very high degree of purification is often
not needed, and as such the process development is focused .mainly on an efficient
enrichment at high yields but taking into
account the removal of interference to the
enzyme activity (Hustedt et at., 1985).
'. Various methods are available for the
enrichment of enzymes. However, due to
. .their differences in principlei~nd operational techniques, they vary in the enzyme
recovery and purification performances.
The selection of a combination of suitable
methods is therefore very important in the
production of enzymes. Most of the methods used in enzyme extraction and purification involve conventional techniques
such as centrifugation, cell disruption, precipitation with ammonium sulphate, .ion .
exchange or other types of adsorption
methods (Schutte and Kula, 1990; Shewale
and Sivaraman, 1989). Alternative methods such as Cross-Flow Filtration (Kroner
et at, 1984; Kroner, 1994), extraction with
aqueous phase systems (Hustedt et at,
1985) have also been used.

In this study, two con~elitional
methods of separation and two' alternative techniques (techniques I and
II) for the extraction and purification
I
of enzymes were :evaluatedusing Pen- .
icillin-G-acylase as a technical' enzyme. Penicillin-G-acylase (PGA) is
widely used for the' cmnmercial production of 6-aminopenicillanic acid
(6-APA), the basic material for the
manufacture of semi-~ynthetic penicillin (Desphpande et at, 1994).

Materials and Methods
Escherichia coli SK'(pHM
12) 'C;ultivation

..

Escherichia coli SK (pHM ,12),
DSM 4760 (DSM,1993) was used
for penicillin-G-acylase production.
The pre-culture was prepared by using a 12 hour starter culture of medium NMB which was transferred to
a IS-L fermenter containing 10 L of
medium NM6. The fermentation process was run at 27 oC, pH 6.8 with
stirrer speed of 400 rpm and an aera~
don rate (>'f S Llmin for 12 hours.
Pre-culture was then used to inoculate
three-ISO L fermenters containing
100L of medi4m NM7 each. The E.
coli cells were cultivated fo~ 12
hours. The composition of media
NMB,
and
. NM6,
.
1 NM7is
• shown /in/
Table 1.
I
t

'.
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Table 1: Composition of different media used for cultivation of Esch~richia coli 5K (pHM 12)
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I

. Medium
Component

NMB

Yeast extract

13.0g/\

I

l

/NM6
15,0 gil

' NM7
30.0 gil

\

2.5 gil

Malic acid
6.0 gil

Glucose
NH.Ci

2.4 gil

KH 2PO.

6.8 gil

NaHPO•. 2H 2O

8.9 gil

Tetracycline HCI

4.0 mgll

/

4.0 mgll

... ...

/'.

"-

,

4.0mg/l '
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Cell· Harvesting

Enzyme Isolation and Purification

Escherichia coli ceils were harvested by
centrifugation using Westfalia separator
CSA-8, Type-06-476 and by cross-flow filtration using Sartocon II, plate and frame
system. The degree of clarification was
pre-determined by varying the feed rate and
by measuring" ,the Optical Density
(A
nm) of the overflow. The highest
546
separation efficiency (98.5 %) was achieved
at the feed rate of 100-200 IIhour The cell
harvesting was then performed at the feed
rate of 200 IIhour with the running time of
72 minutes. The biomass (sludge) from
each method were.collected and analyzed
for separation efficiency and enzyme yield.
The biomass from centrifugation and
cross-flow filtration methods was then
pooled.

Technique I

Cell Disruption
Of the two methods of microbial cell
disruption as recommended by Kroner
(1994), HPH was found to be superior to'
sonication and was therefore adopted for
use in this study. The cells were disrupted
by high pressure homogenization using
APV -Gaulin, Type Lab 60/60~ 10 TBS homogenizer. The cell homogenate was then
divided into 2 portions. One portion was
used for eyaluating purification efficiency
of the c'ombination of cross-flow
diafiltrati~n, ultrafiltration and heat-and
pH-shift treatment methods (Technique I).
The other portion was used for the evaluating purification effici~ncy by a two-phase
aqueous system (APS) coupled with
ultrafiltration (Technique II). Further purification of samples from 4PS was carried
out by hydrophobic interac,tion chromatography (HIC) and. characterized by
SDS-PAGE gel-electrophoresis' (Figure 1).

Cross-Flow DiafiltraHon and
Ultrafiltration
In order to set up the optimum operational conditions for the large-scale
cross-flow diafiltration, a small scale experiment was performed by varying the
filtrate rate. The optimum filtrate rate of
about 1.4 IIhour corresponding to pressure of about 0.8 bar with 66% enzyme
transmission was selected. Selecting
higher pressure resulted in prolonging the
experimental running time.

Heat- and pH- Shift Treatments
The retentate from the UF was subjected to heat- and pH-shift treatments after the suitable conditions were established by using a slilall amount of the
same retentate. The results of the small
scale experiment revealed that combination of heat at 55 0 C and pH 5.0 gave the
highest. specific enzyme activ ity. This
condition was consequently used to set up
the large scale purification.

Technique Ii
Extraction by Aqueous Two-Phase System (APS)
The extraction and enrichment of enzyme is commonly a two-step procedure
by APS (Bunte meyer et aI., 1989). The
first step to remove cell debris (APS I)
and the second step (APS II) is to
re-extract the enzyme from the first top
phase. A small scale experiment was' conducted to determine the suitable condition
in the first step (APS I) by varying the
phosphat~ concentration (6.6 %, 7 % and
7.5'%). The conditions wi.th the phosphate
concentration of 7% and 7.5.% gave similar enzyme yield in the "top phase. However, 7 % phosphate concentration was
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Escherichia coli 5K, ,
Figure 1: Flow scheme of recovery of Penicillin G Acylase (PGA) from
\
DSM47 60 (pHM 12)

chosen for the first extraction in large scale
experi ment due to the fact that it gave
lower enzyme yield in the bottom phase.
The small amount of the top phase of the
large scale was then used to determine the
suitable pH for the second step (APS II) by
varyin g NaOH c-once ntratio n (0.24% ,
0.28% and 0.32%). The maximum enzyme
. yield (79%) in the botto)Jl phase was obtained with 0.24% NaOH and this was

then used forI the second extrac tion
(APS II) in theI large scale.
..
.1
PGA Purification by Hydrophobic
Interac tion Chrom atogra phy (IDC)

Further PG~ purification Was per'. formed hy using hydrophobic interaction chromatography. Small amount
of the sample f~om APS was directly
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applied on' HIe
column
chromatogram was obtained;

and

Results and Discussion

bioreactors probably because of some defects in the bioreactor.. Similarly, the PGA
activity achieved corresponded to the
amount of biomass at the end of cultivation. The enzyme' activity in the
supernatant of the fermentation broth during the 12 hour cultivation was less than 1
Vlml. This indicates good cell stability
during cultivation. Similar observations
were also reported by Kroner ,et al.,
(1984) although the actual figures they
gave were smaller.

Fermentation

Cell Harvesting

The results of E. coli 5K (PMHI2),
DSM 4760 cultivation in 3 different 150
litre bioreactors were as shown in Table 2.
The fermentation broth from bioreactor
F150.1 and F150.2 gave more or less the
same optical densities. However, the optical density of the bioreactor F150.3 was
relatively lower than that of other two

Centrifugation Method

Analytical Procedure
The activity of PGA obtained at different stages of the isolation procedure was
determined by the. NIP AB method
(Kutzbach and Rauenbusch, 1974) .. Protein
measurement was carried out by the Bradford method (Bradford, 1976).

The process of centrifugation resulted
in enzyme yield of about 94 % with about
1 % loss in enzyme yield in the overflow
(Table 3). Enzyme yield of about 15%
was also observed in the supernatant of
the'sludge (cell biomass). This could be
due to the cell damage during

Table 2: Cultivation of Escherichia coli 5K DSM 4760 (pHM 12) in three 'different bioreactors
Bioreactor

OD (546run)

PGA2 (Ulml)

Protein (mg/ml)

Sp. Activity
(Ulmg)

Wet weight
(g/kg)

F150.1

9.465

0.614

3.836

0.160

23.32

F150.2

9.066

0.795

3.793

0.210

23.95

F150.3

3.689

0.244

1.170

0.209

13.39

Pool'

9.043

0.730

2.570

0.284

26.30

'pool is th~ mixture of the fennentation broth from 3 bioreactors Cells were disrupted by sonication for 3 minutes
OD = optical density
Sp. Activity = specivc activity
PGA2 = PGA activity

Tabl~: 3: Comparison of effeciencies of different methods used in ~icr~bial cell harvesting d uring enzyme production

.

.
~=--===

Method

Volume

(L)

~~:r(t7hrow

tJ:.Fl\mlarea'

,

eq.A)

STY2
(kg1Lb)

PGA

(kglLb)

Cell yield
,(%)

:R~~:~~l
(%L

.---~.--

..

Degree or
cOllcentralion

~x~~gation

235.00

200,00

29.70

11.36

94.00

96.70

Cross Flow FiI·
lTation(CFF)

64.00

51.20

55.70

12,BI
..

9B.BO

100.00
100.00
IB.BO
..~_= .~=~._

9B.60

23.10

. ITaking into account that '1000cm3 of separator corresponds to I m2 of membrane area (Factor CSA8/CFF = 7.3)
2 STY

= Space _ Time - yield (in terms of kg mass or unit processed) = kg wt celi mass /

3Ratio of overflow of filtr~te turbidity/feed turbidity
KglLh = Amount harvested in L:g per litre per hour

--
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centrifugation. A concentration of:about
23% of the cell biomass was achieved by
this method.

but with an increase in the purification factor .from 1.2 to 1.8 (Table 4),

Heat- and pH- Shift Treatments'
Cross Flow Filtration method (CFF)
Cell harvesting by CFF method resulted in nearly 100 % enzyme yield in the
sludge and about 1 % in the filtrate. This
indicates tha't less cells were damaged during CFF. However, in terms of concentrating cell biomass; this method could
only concentrate the sample to nearly 19%
(Table 3).
Comparing the two methods of cell harvesting (Centrifugation and CFF), both of
them seem to give more or les~ the same
Space Time Yield (STY). HoW'ever, the
separation efficiency and enzyme, yield by
CFF were higher than that of
Centrifugation (Table 3).

The overall PGA purification by
cross-flow diafiltration followed by
heat- and pH-shift treatment (technique I) resulted in about 51 % enzyme yield with the final purification
factor of about 12 (Table 4). This result shows that only 50% enzyme recovery is possible by this technique.
Most of the enzyme loss was encountered in the step of heat- pH-shift
treatment. According to Biintemeyer,
et al., (1989), this could probably be
due to the enzyme denaturation in the
lag period in attaining optimum temperature and pH.

PGA Purification Technique
PGA Purification Technique I

II

Cross-Flow Diafiltration and
Ultrafiltra tion

Extraction by Aqueous
Two-Phase System (APS)

For the large scale experiment, the calculated optimal filtrate rate to be used was
18 IIhour. During filtration (5 times wash
volume), the filtrate rate was however not
steady, it fluctuated from 15.8 to 18.2
IIhour. The maximum enzyme yield
achieved by this method was about 90.5%.
The filtrate from diafiltration was then
concentrated by ultrafiltration (UF). The
final enzyme yield obtained was about
85%, a 5.5% decrease in the enzyme yield

Table 4 shows the results of the
two-step APS extraction. About 97%
and 71 % enzyme yield were obtained
in the APS I and APS II respectively.
About 4 % of the enzyme yield was
also observed in' the inter-phase indicating that the phase separation was
not complete. During the APS extrac- /
tions, the purification factor improved' ,
from 3.1 in the k.ps I to, I3.7 in APS
II (Table 4). The, bottom phase of the

Table 4: Comparison of effeciencies of different steps in industrial t~chnical enzyme production from E. Coli 5K, DSM 4760'
.
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APS II was further subjected to
ultrafiltration to remove the salt as well as
to concentrate the sample. The overall PGA
purification by APS followed by UF resulted in 63 % enzyme yield with the final.
purification factor of 4.1 (Table 4). Most of
the enzyme loss was encountered during
APS separation. This is possibly due to denaturation of the enzyme caused by sudden
change in ionic strength and pH during
mixing (Hustedt' et al., (1985).

PGA Purification by Hydrophobic Interaction Chromatography (HIC)
Further PGA purification from APS II
and UF was performed by using hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIe) as
described by Kutzbach and Rauenbusch
(1974). According to the same authors, the
highest enzyme activity was observed from
fraction no. 13 corresponding to the peak
with the retention time of 38.15 minutes.
When the fraction with the highest enzyme
activity (no.13) was further subjected to
SDS-PAGE along with samples from the
APS purification steps prior to HIe application, the results showed that the purity of
sample increased tremendously by using
HIe.

Conclusions
The overall performance of technique I,
involving cross-flow diafiltration,
ultrafiltration and heat-and pH-shift treatment, resulted in 51 % of enzyme yield with
purification factor of 12. Technique II,
which inv~lved two-phase aqueous system
(APS) coupled with ultrafiltration resulted
in 63 % enzyme yield and purification factor of 4. From the point of view of enzyme
yield, technique II gav~ a higher yield than
technique I although its purity was comparatively low. Selection of the suitable technique will depend on the required specifications of the technical enzyme: If high enzyme yield is preferred' to high purity, tech-
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nique II would seem to be a better one
than technique I and vice versa. Higher
enzyme yield and purity can be achieved
by technique II followed a further step of
HIe.
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